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Post-war Societies (Germany)

By Dirk Schumann

Identifying the three processes of “normalization”, liberalization, and militarization as key

features of post-war Germany, this essay attempts to explain the dissonance between a

largely successful military and economic demobilization, and an eventually failing cultural

demobilization. While there was universal agreement that returning soldiers should get their

former jobs back, ascribing meaning to the war proved highly divisive. Veterans supporting

the new Weimar Republic, led by the “Reichsbanner”, advocated a pacifist interpretation,

whereas their rightist enemies, led by the “Stahlhelm”, proposed a heroic and essentially

revanchist reading, which eventually prevailed in the profound crisis at the end of the 1920s.
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Germany after the First World War remained, as Richard Bessel has put it succinctly, a “post-war

society”.[1] This statement points to a key dissonance in Germany after 1918: while the

demobilization of the Imperial military and the economic reintegration of returning soldiers took place

at unexpected speed, cultural demobilization[2] faced favorable, as well as adverse circumstances

and eventually failed. This essay will attempt to explain this dissonance by focusing on three partly

intertwined and partly contradictory processes in post-war Germany: 1) a partial “normalization” of

material conditions and social relations, driven by a strong desire for this on the part of the population

after the turmoil of the war, 2) a cultural liberalization that opened up chances for more individualist

life styles, and 3) a militarization of political culture that eventually helped a heroic interpretation of the

war experience prevail.

German history after 1918 has been the object of intense research for many decades. Much of this

research has addressed the various consequences of the war, mostly in relation to other political,

economic, and social issues, while only a limited number of studies have explicitly focused on how

Germans came to terms with the legacy of the war. Initially concentrating on the various veterans’

organizations, researchers have subsequently examined the process of demobilization and elite

reactions to defeat and the Versailles Treaty, and in recent years have shifted their focus to cultural

history, and to questions of war remembrance and its impact on political culture.[3]

In the following remarks, four key aspects of post-war German history will be discussed: 1) the very

fundamental and lasting demographic consequences of the war, 2) the process of military and

economic demobilization, 3) the various types of veterans’ organizations and the partial

remobilization in the civil war of 1919/20, and 4) the forces and counterforces of cultural

demobilization. In the conclusion the issue of a broader interpretative framework for understanding

post how Germans came to terms with the war will be addressed.

Coming to terms with the consequences of mass death was a major challenge for Germans, as it

was for the Europeans from other belligerent nations after 1918. About 2 million German soldiers lost

their lives in the war and the mortality rate in almost all age groups of the German population
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exceeded pre-war levels until 1921.[4] These losses, in addition to causing bereavement on an

unprecedented scale, resulted in a “profoundly skewed population structure”[5] in two respects. For

one, there were now many more women than men, greatly limiting the chances of the 600,000 war

widows to remarry. Less than half eventually did, facing conflicting pressures. On the one hand,

remarriage could be criticized as a betrayal of the sacrifice of the fallen husband, and on the other

hand it was called for as a contribution to rebuilding national strength.[6] Also, the sharp drop of the

birth rate during the war raised the proportion of teenagers and adolescents in the German population

considerably in the immediate post-war years. As the war had left more than 1 million German

children orphaned, this fueled contemporary fears of unruly youngsters who in the minds of some

were at risk off breaking free from adult control.[7] If a steep rise in marriages from 1919 to 1923

seemed to indicate a “normalization” of private lives, a concomitant rise of divorces showed that

there was no simple “return” to a pre-war “normality”.[8]

Population movements in the wake of the war also had lasting consequences. While the German

Empire lost a population of 6.5 million on account of the territories it had to give up under the

Versailles Treaty, until 1925 the smaller Germany of the Weimar Republic actually saw an estimated

net growth of about 300,000 people, as an emigration of about 1 million Germans and ethnic Poles

was more than offset by the immigration of about 1.3 million people, mostly German citizens from

the ceded territories in the East.[9] This substantial immigration was only partially welcomed in

Germany, as migrants had to be fed and accommodated in a country exhausted by the war. Also,

some having ethnic Germans remaining in Eastern Europe would bolster German claims for, and

dreams of, future territorial (re-)expansion there. The border in the East was, therefore, contradictory

in character. On the one hand, it was supposed to be fortified to prevent undesired migration to

Germany, for example Jewish migration. On the other hand, the border had to be kept provisional in

order to facilitate future expansion. The contradictory nature of the border contributed to hampering

cultural demobilization.[10]

At the time of the armistice, the German army comprised 6 million men. By March 1919, all of them,

including those serving in the East had returned home. The speed, at which this process of

demobilization unfolded, was remarkable. It was also unexpected, as the army leadership had made

plans, released in early 1918, to discharge soldiers gradually. Demobilization, however, began as

self-demobilization, voiding all diligent planning. The failure of the spring offensive of 1918 resulted in

a “covert military strike” of at least 750,000 soldiers, who in effect laid down their arms by, for

example, joining transports of wounded, or “getting lost” on their way to the frontlines from rear
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areas.[11] While authorities concentrated on preventing high unemployment rates among the

returning soldiers, which they feared could lead to unrest, demobilization during the first weeks

following the armistice continued to be, at least in part, self-demobilization. An estimated 500,000

soldiers in the West left the army on their own. Almost all soldiers wanted to go straight back to

“normal” civilian lives at home. This included most of the former front-line troops from the West after

reaching their bases inside Germany in good order, thus thwarting the army leadership’s plan to

retain a force of pre-war size. Soldiers arriving in closed units at their bases were, contrary to later

claims, welcomed by the local population. They were marched through streets “decorated with flags

and flowers” and were given praise for their bravery and endurance. They did not hear, however,

unequivocal admissions of defeat. While this helped prevent dissatisfaction among returning soldiers,

it also facilitated the subsequent spreading of the stab-in-the-back legend.[12]

The speedy return of millions of ex-soldiers, coupled with a shortage of raw materials, primarily coal,

which hampered industrial production severely, put enormous strains on the German labor market.

Unemployment temporarily soared to more than 6 percent in early 1919, with more than 1 million

people receiving unemployment benefits. Fortunately, due to concerted efforts of employers, trade

unions, and state authorities, this number was halved in the second half of 1919, and by late 1921

had fallen further to 150,000. As there was a broad consensus that returning soldiers should get their

former jobs back, many women who had taken up work in the war industries were pushed out of

employment. The reduction of the work-day to eight hours, which was agreed upon by employers

and trade unions in November 1918, created more demand for labor, as did the massive expansion

of the public sector, coupled with public-works projects, and the temporary retaining of war-time

contracts by the national government. This was, however, a somewhat uneasy “normalization”, as

not every woman worker readily accepted the – eventually only partial - reconstitution of the

traditional gender order in industry. Also, the reduction of unemployment came at the cost of an

inflation that, having spiraled out of control in the hyperinflation of 1923, led to a painful stabilization

with substantial unemployment in its wake.[13]

While for the most part the regular German army disappeared in the process of self-demobilization,

war veterans remained a public presence. A total of 1.4 million disabled veterans by the end of 1919

were represented by seven organizations, marked by a mutual hostility that mirrored the profound

political cleavages in German society. By far the largest was the “Reichsbund der

Kriegsbeschädigten und ehemaligen Kriegsteilnehmer” (“National Association of Disabled Soldiers

and Veterans”) with over 600,000 members and ties to the Social Democrats.[14] The new republic,

by comparison, proved fairly generous in caring for disabled veterans by providing them with
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occupational training and free medical care and pensions, and by granting particular protection

through the reservation of some jobs for the severely disabled. However, this eventually led to the

creation of expectations that the republic could not fulfill, especially in the wake of inflation.

Widespread dissatisfaction was the result, as veterans complained about lacking recognition, and

the public rejected veterans’ demands as excessive.[15]

Veterans also reappeared as fighting soldiers, when the provisional government failed in its attempts

to build up a reliable military force based on the principle of soldiers electing their officers, it

authorized the formation of free corps in January 1919, made up of volunteers who were former

officers of the Imperial army. Eventually there were over 100 free corps comprising a maximum of

250,000 men, and including both war veterans and younger volunteers, who had, at best, shaky

loyalty to the republic. Fighting against Bolshevik, Baltic, and Polish forces as well as putting down

leftist uprisings in several regions of Germany with sometimes ruthless brutality, the free corps

fostered a subculture of “ultra-militant masculinity”. This subculture carried over into right-wing

extremist movements after the dissolution of the free corps, and thus contributed to the militarization

of political culture in Germany.[16]

Once the civil war of 1919/20 was over and the free corps had been disbanded as a consequence of

the Versailles Treaty, the veterans’ public presence took yet another form that would have a lasting

effect on German political culture: the “Wehrverband” (combat league). Its model was the

“Stahlhelm” (“steel helmet”), founded in the city of Magdeburg in December 1918 as a local, non-

partisan association of veterans coming together for support and socialization. In the summer of

1919, the Stahlhelm grew into a national organization, claiming 260,000 members by 1925, and took

on a rightist political profile. Its distinguishing feature was not, however, its rather vague program, but

its political style. Through the “street politics” of flag consecrations, mass rallies, and marching in

uniform on occasions such as election campaigns, the Stahlhelm gave conservative nationalists a

robust and military-like presence in public space.[17] Committed republicans reacted only after the

severe crisis of the hyperinflation of 1923 with the founding of the “Reichsbanner Schwarz-Rot-Gold.

Bund republikanischer Kriegsteilnehmer” (“Reichsbanner Black-Red-Gold. League of Republican

War Veterans”) in 1924. This group succeeded in organizing substantially more veterans in the mid-

1920s – about 600,000, most of them Social Democrats – than the Stahlhelm and other veterans’

organizations on the right.[18] While the Reichsbanner contributed to the militarization of political

culture more in style than in substance, the Communist “Rote Frontkämpferbund“ (“Red Front-

Fighters’ League”), also founded in 1924, and considerably smaller than the Reichsbanner and the

Stahlhelm, moved aggressively against its opponents, primarily those on the right.[19] Claiming the

true interpretation of the war experience to legitimize a militant style of politics had become a
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successful strategy of political mobilization by the mid-1920s.

The combat leagues became the key driving force of the militarization of political culture. It is

important to note, however, that this was a gradual process and that domestic militarization was only

in part tantamount to cultural remobilization against the victors of the war. As the fate of the Weimar

Republic, together with its approach to former enemies was only decided in its final years, cultural

demobilization was not without its chances to succeed.

One supporting factor deserving greater recognition was a trend toward cultural liberalization for

which the war had paved the way. For young people, in particular for those who were old enough to

work in the war industries but still too young to serve in the military, the war, despite all its hardships,

also had liberating effects, as many figures of authority, such as teachers and policemen, were no

longer present, and substantial wages provided novel opportunities for consumption.[20] After the

revolution had further undermined traditional social hierarchies and control of mass culture, the

inflationary boom that began in late 1919 and the new eight-hour work day gave another boost to

consumption and offered chances for a more individual life style. This liberalization, while mainly an

urban phenomenon, certainly contributed to cultural demobilization.[21]

However, mass culture also had very ambivalent effects, as becomes evident when looking at the

example of sports, the most widespread leisure activity. Membership in an increasing variety of

sports associations – more than 5 million in 1925 – clearly surpassed that of the combat leagues.[22]

Given that athletes also became role models and some, such as male tennis players who displayed

a “soft” and hedonistic masculinity, challenged traditional notions of gender roles head-on.[23] In this

way, sports at once reinforced cultural liberalization and also contributed to cultural demobilization.

On the other hand, sports also had a contrasting effect. Sports officials, along with military leaders,

wanted the training that their organizations provided to be a kind of compensation for the ban on

universal male conscription that the Versailles Treaty imposed. Moreover, the major associations of

university students, including extreme nationalists and key actors in the military remobilization of

1919/20, made physical training, for example in track and fields, swimming, and soccer, mandatory

for their members after the war.[24]

As Germany’s old elites for the most part refused to acknowledge that the German army had been

defeated – which was facilitated by the lack of decisive battle in the fall of 1918 –, the stab-in-the-

back legend found widespread acceptance.[25] The Versailles Treaty, and in particular its war guilt
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clause, was met with almost universal rejection. The Social Democrats only admitted cautiously that

the leadership of Imperial Germany had to bear responsibility for the war to a limited extent.[26] While

this created a presence of the war in peacetime that militated against cultural demobilization, other

forms of remembering the war present a more complicated picture. War memorials, erected all over

Germany after 1918, stood out for the variety of their forms and the multiple readings they

suggested. Only a few conveyed an outright revanchist message. Most centered on mourning, using

religious symbols, figurative imagery, or (and this was increasingly so around 1930) abstract forms.

In the mid-1920s, figurative depictions of soldiers, that emphasizing an idealized and static posture

took on more naturalistic and dynamic features, facilitating, but not exclusively suggesting, a heroic

reading. Plans for a national memorial did not materialize because of disagreements over its

aesthetic form and the unwillingness of the rightist veterans’ associations to cooperate with the

Reichsbanner.[27]

Organized veterans’ associations’ interpretations of the war differed sharply. The Stahlhelm offered

an unequivocally heroic reading, celebrating the virtues of the frontline fighter and the alleged

“community of the trenches” and propagating them as models for rebuilding Germany’s political and

moral order.[28] The Reichsbanner, its main opponent, supported by the Reichsbund, proposed a

contrasting interpretation that emphasized the brutality of the war and the hardships the soldiers had

to endure, as well as the tension-ridden relationship between officers and enlisted men. By

advocating a policy of mutual understanding and peaceful conflict resolution vis-à-vis Germany’s

former enemies, the Reichsbanner made a “substantial” contribution to cultural demobilization, even

though not all of its members were absolute pacifists.[29]

The definitive shift towards a hegemony of a rightist, and essentially revanchist, interpretation of the

war, and the effective termination of cultural demobilization, occurred only around 1930 and resulted

from a combination of factors. As the memory of the hardships of the war faded, portraying soldiers

as victims finally lost its appeal to a heroic reading, which did not deprive them of agency, and now

gained some ground even in the Reichsbanner.[30] A spate of novels and movies about the war,

largely supporting its heroic interpretation reinforced this shift.[31] By the time of the Great

Depression and the breakthrough of National Socialists in the elections of 1930, the Social

Democrats had been removed both from the national government (in 1930), and from the

government in Prussia (in 1932). The rightist shift of political hegemony in Germany was complete.

Cultural demobilization in post-war Germany did not fail for a lack of committed republicans and

pacifists, but because their enemies on the right succeeded in forcing them to present their

interpretation of the war within the framework of a militarized political culture, and because by the end

of the 1920s overall political and economic circumstances did not work in the republicans’ favor. The

“normalization” that the speedy military and economic demobilization helped bring about remained
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tenuous and cultural liberalization with its individualistic bent could not generate an effective counter-

narrative to a community-oriented war remembrance. Describing the result of the failed cultural

demobilization as a “brutalization”, which has been an influential narrative, is only partly appropriate,

however.[32] Veterans whose war experiences led them to volunteer for the free corps and join

combat leagues comprised only a minority among all veterans. Even the gradual militarization of

political culture can only be seen to some extent as a brutalization, as this interpretation overlooks

the profound pacifism among many committed republicans and marginalizes the effects of the

multifaceted mass culture on German society. It seems more appropriate to describe post-war

Germany as marked by, in essence, two opposing “cultures of defeat”,[33] one drawing an ultimately

revanchist lesson from the war, the other conveying an essentially pacifist message.

Dirk Schumann, Georg-August-Universität Göttingen
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